
 PHINNEAS T. PHLATT 

    Whether it’s your first car, or just another addition to your train, now is the perfect time to order 
your Phinneas T. Phlatt.  Made of high quality wood and metal parts, your Phlatt will provide years 
of dependable service to you and your children.   

    The Phinneas T. Phlatt looks great behind any era locomotive, whether it’s steam, diesel or 
electric.  Use them for passengers or use them for freight.  Sides integrate with the stake pockets 
allowing for stable and secure seating. Each car can easily and reliably hold 600 pounds, and have 
proven to be excellent tracking cars even on rough track and tight corners. 

Avoid the summer rush and order your Phlatt today!  

Orders are sent on a first come, first serve basis.  

Choose from:   

The Kit Starting at   $895 
    Build it yourself, with the legendary kit that comes complete with everything, including: wheels 
and axles machined (trucks bolt together in less than two hours) and absolutely every item you 
need to assemble your own Phlatt car (including a special tool custom designed by Plum Cove 
Studios).  All wood is precut and ready for finishing.  There’s little or no finishing work to be done.  
All holes have been drilled and counter-sunk.  Everything lines up.  Everything is square. It’s a snap 
to assemble. 

RTR  Message us online or call for pricing   #802.578.3973
    Your Phlatt will arrive completely assembled and ready to run, or ready to paint!  Actually, the 
fully assembled trucks are sent in a separate box, so you will have to spend ten minutes attaching 
them.  It’s the perfect time to marvel at how well constructed your new car is, and dream ahead to 
the many years of faithful service it will provide.  



The “Phinneas T. Phlatt” car

SPECIFICATIONS 
Length is 74” coupler tip to tip. Deck length is 69” 

Width of deck is about 13 ”… with stake-pockets about 15” 
Height of deck above rail is 7.” 

Couplers are solid type and set 1/8” above standard 4 7/16” 

Weight of Phlatt is about 65 lb. Trucks are Archbar type with 
axle mounted sealed ball bearings. 

Wheels are 4 1/8” at tread machined cast iron. 
Axles, wheels, and bearings are mounted here at the studios. 

The Phinneas T. Phlatt will safely carry two adults 
A comfortable Adirondack type chair that fits into stake-pockets is offered, as well 

gondola sides, which are removable. 
Comes with 18 stake pockets, four steps and four grab-irons. 

When we have time, a built up and painted Phlatt becomes available. If you wish, 
contact us for color or decoration choices. (We do this periodically to check our 

quality of the kits) Also available in a shorter (48inch) length for an additional $50. 

Gondola Sides - $165 for kit. 
Hardwood decking (Oak, Maple, Cherry) additional $100 

Feel free to call or message us with any questions




